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to the Brink of Failure
and Dissolution
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Peshmerga Ministry to Maliki:
You Don’t Draw
Kurdistan’s Border

By | Gazi Hassan
Last week, during a visit he paid
to Iran, Nuri Al-Maliki met with
Iranian officials and made a statemment in which he threatened Peshmmerga and the Kurdistan Region.
Couldn’t Baghdad just ask in what
prospective and authority Al-Maliki
is issuing those statements? In practtice, Al-Maliki is acting like Prime
Minister of Iraq while Al-Abbadi is
a partisan actor and a powerless listtener. Washington Post has reported
that Haidar Al-Abbadi has failed to
commit to his promises in terms of
national reconciliation. On the conttrary, the Parliament was permitted
to take steps to hitting the Kurdish
and Sunni Arab leaders, which of
course hindered the reconciliation.
There’s a power centre in Baghdad
which actually carries out the basic
affairs of politics, administration and
decision making. Every time Al-Malliki is going to Iran, he starts to isssue inflammatory statements against
KRG instead of correcting his previoous political faults and make amends
insted. It’s unknown whether this is
Iran’s policy or part of the doomed
mentality of Al-Maliki himself.
Al-Maliki warns from Iran that
bad news is ahead, indicating to
post-ISIS era, and that the Kurdistan
Region's authority should be limiited in the areas newly liberated by
Peshmarga forces. He directly said
that the Peshmerga should withdraw
to the pre-2003 borders. The KRG
Ministry of Peshmerga’s response
came immediately without any dellay saying “based on joint agreemment between us, Iraq and the USA,
all the areas liberated by Peshmerga
prior to Mosul Operation are not neggotiable, and those liberated within
the operation would be decided
upon by the local people through
referendum.”
Al-Maliki, who hanged Saddam
Hussein, is now intending to reaactivate the same old laws, that is
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a constitutional violation. At the
same time, Al-Abbadi seems not to
utilize, at least politically, the total
harmonious coordination between
Peshmarga and the Iraqi army in deffeating ISIS. Rather, because of his
weakness, he’s subjected to the will
of people such as Al-Maliki. He too
has issued statement against KRG’s
oil export. Everyone understands
the classical political games played
by the Shiite authorities against
Kurds, but I don’t yet believe that
some Kurdish parties, which try to
take Kurdish local disagreements to
Baghdad, have yet understood the
evil consequence of too much reliaance on our adversaries.
News reveals that Al-Maliki’s purppose of visiting Iran was to acquire
arms to the PMU (Hashd Al-Shaabi).
Another Shiite leader, Muhandis,
who says Hezbollah are providing
them with training, is in Russia seekiing arms to PMU. And PMU is carryiing out military maneuver in Anbar
Province. Is there anyone wondering
why Baghdad has remained silent of
the dangerous acts of Shiite militias
which are brining heavy and light
weaponry illegally into Iraq. Does
Baghdad have enough power to stop
them?
Al-Maliki’s threats come hand
in hand with the weak and wicked
policy of Baghdad, which lacks cappability to put a limit to the unlawful
acts of Shiite groups in Iraq.
So whenever we ask Iraq to where?
We should give examples of AlMaliki’s speeches and acts, and see
PMU as source of threat and dangger on security, coexistence and a
civilized country. It’s a big lie if we
believe that Shiites can run a rationnal government far from a total heggemony. Quite the opposite, they’re
moving rapidly towards a big politiccal abyss. And this time it will lead
to the failure of Iraq as a state.

The Ministry says that
the Peshmerga forces
will not withdraw from
the liberated areas in acccordance to a joint agreemment with US and Iraq.
The Peshmerga Ministtry of Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG) has
reiterated that the Peshmmerga forces will not
withdraw from the areas
they liberated from the
Islamic State (IS) prior to
the Mosul Operation.
In response to a statemment by the Shi’ite polittician Nouri al-Maliki,
the Peshmerga Ministry
spokesperson said,“The
one who draws Kurdisttan's border is Peshmerga
and not Maliki.”
“According to our

The year of 2016 saw
a significant increase in
violations against media
freedom in the Kurdisttan Region, the Kurdisttan Journalists Syndicate
said on Saturday, January
7,2017.
In its 18th annual report,
the syndicate recorded 45
cases of nine types of viollations against 80 journaliists during 2016.
Two journalists were
killed in two “terror plots”
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their residents will determmine their future through
a referendum.
Nour al-Maliki, the
leader of the Shi’ite Isllamic Dawa Party and
former Prime Minister
of Iraq, recently said that
the Peshmerga forces are
obliged to return to the
previous borders which
were drawn before 2003.
“We remind Nouri alMaliki that what he is
calling ‘borders before
2003’ were not borders
but line of contact bettween Peshmerga and the
Baathist Regime’s army,”
the statement added.
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agreement with Iraq and
the United States, the areeas which the Peshmerga
forces liberated before
the beginning of the Mossul operation, are nonnegotiable,” reads the
statement.
“Following the attacks
by Daesh [Islamic State]
terrorists who took conttrol of some areas of
Kurdistan territories, the
Peshmerga forces recapttured them and defended
Kurdistan's borders with
their blood,” the statemment reminds its adddressee.
Concerning the areas
which are freed from
the Islamic State as part
of the Mosul assault,
Peshmerga Ministry says
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and another survived a
bombing attempt. Ten inccidents of violence against
24 other journalists were
recorded.
Another 44 journalists
were banned from coveraage in 2016. Some journnalists received threats
four times in opposition
against them covering
specific news.
The Kurdistan Journaliists Syndicate recorded 32
cases of six types of violat-

tions against 72 journalists
in the region in 2015.
The global journalist orgganization recorded the
deaths of 122 journalists
and media professionals
in the line of duty, with
93 of the deaths a result of
targeted killings, crossfire
incidents, and bomb atttacks – classified as media
killings.
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President Barzani and President Hollande
Visited Peshmerga Fronts
France vowed to support Kurdistan
in fighting terrorism and afterwards.
President Hollande: Peshmerga
fight for the entire free world due to
their courage and sacrifices
President Massoud Barzzani received a high level
French delegation headed
by Francois Hollande,
the President of France.
The French delegation
included the Minister of
Defense and Veteran Afffairs, Jean-Yves Le Drian
and a number of other
officials.
Accompanyiing the President were a
number of KRG officials
including Kosrat Rasul,
the Vice President of the
Kurdistan Region, Prime
Minster Nechirvan Barzzani and Chancellor of the
Kurdistan Security Counccil Masrour Barzani.
As a sign of gratitude
to the support of France
to the Kurdistan Region,
President Hollande was
welcomed at the airport
by a number of family
members of the martyrs

of the Peshmerga forces
who had paid the ultimate
price during this ongoing
war against the terrorists
of the Islamic State, most
notably the mother of the
three brothers who were
martyred on the same day
on the day of the Zumar
liberation.
President Barzani and
President Hollande took
a trip to the Khazer front,
specifically the Zartik
Mountain where they
met with a number of
Peshmerga generals who
briefed President Holllande on the progress of
the Peshmerga and Iraqi
forces in the Mosul Operaation. President Hollande
hailed the courage and
sacrifices of the Peshmergga forces and added that
the safety of France and
the entirety of the free

world is due to that couraage and those sacrifices.
France is one of the
countries which had a
role in creating [the currrent] borders in Sykes-Piccot agreement. We hope
for this agreement to be
changed now, to help the
Kurdish nation more--not
to repeat the past misttakes--and compensate
the Kurds.

President
Hollande
stated that France which
has had a long history of
supporting the people of
Kurdistan in the past will
certainly continue to suppport it in the future and
that that relationship has
now turned into a partnersship. President Barzani
expressed his appreciattion on behalf of the peopple and government of the

Kurdistan Region to the
people and government
of France for the support
that has been provided to
the Kurdistan Region. The
President also made refeerence to how the people
of the Kurdistan Region
will never forget the visit
by President Hollande in
September 2014, during
some very difficult times
for the Kurdistan Region.

President
Hollande
brought some medical aid
for the hospitals in Erbil
that are currently treating
the wounded Iraqi solddiers.
Hollande also informed
the authorities in Baghdad
that France will maintain
good relations with both
Erbil and Baghdad.

Kurdistan and Turkey discuss upgrading
economic ties and anti-terror war
Kurdistan President Masssoud Barzani and Kurdisttan Regional Government
Prime Minister Nechirvan
Barzani received Turkiish Prime Minister Binali
Yildirim on Sunday morniing, discussing a range of
issues including upgrading
economic ties and anti-terrror fight.
In a joint press confereence between President
Barzani and Turkish PM
Yildirim, Barzani stated
that the visit of Turkish
Premier is a great support
for the Kurdistan Region,
adding that Kurdistan
highly appreciate it.
On fighting terrorism,
President Barzani added
that both Turkey and
Kurdistan Region were
facing the threats.
Barzani went on and
described terrorism as a
disease, asking for a coll-

lective cooperation from
all the forces against terrrorism.
Thankfully the terrorists,

Barzani stated, faced a
huge defeat in Peshmerga
fronts, hoping for uprootiing terrorism in all other

fronts, in Turkey, here
[Iraq] and all other counttries.
During the press confere-

ence, Kurdistan President
added that the meeting bettween the two sides was a
“successful” one, hoping

to upgrade the level of coooperation.
For his part, PM Yildirim
said that his country does
not accept the Kurdistan
Workers’ Party (PKK)
activities being carried
out against Turkey from
inside Kurdistan territory.
Turkish PM also said that
Turkey does not accept a
de-facto state of the Kurds
in Syrian Kurdistan too.
President Barzani visited
Turkey last August on the
invitation of Turkish Presiident Recep Tayyip Erddogan after the country’s
failed coup attempt which
Yildrim described as impportant.
“Your visit after the July
15 coup to Turkey was
very important.” Turkish
PM Yildirim said accordiing to the Kurdish translattion.
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Kurdish security chief: We hold hundreds of ISIS
prisoners caught in battle, sleeper cells
The head of Kurdistan
Region's Security Council
Masrour Barzani says that
the visit of French Presiddent Francois Hollande
to the region on Monday
was highly important as it
marked the pushing back
and defeat of ISIS in the
hands of Peshmerga forcees.
"We thank the president
of France," Barzani said
in an exclusive interview
with a Kurdish satellite
TV Channel on Monday.
"This is the second time
he visits Kurdistan. His
first visit was when ISIS
was close to the capital
of the Kurdistan Region
and now ISIS has faced
defeat. So this is to thank
the Peshmerga and honor
their sacrifice, and the role
they played in defeating

ISIS and terrorists. These
are a threat not only to this
region, but to the whole
word especially France
which has been targeted
by terrorists a number of
times. They have been deffeated by the Peshmerga
and therefore this is to
appreciate the Peshmerga
and support Kurdistan."
The Kurdish security
chief said that he could
not reveal an exact numbber of ISIS prisoners held
in the region for security
reasons, but that "We have
hundreds of prisoners
whether those caught in
battle or of sleeper cells
or those who worked elsewwhere or disguised among
refugees. But we have a
big number."
Barzani said that France
has been standing on the

side of the Kurdish Peshmmerga since the start of
the war with ISIS and he
hoped it will assist the
Kurds further in the futture, especially when it
comes to the question of
independence a hundred
years after the region was
carved up in the Sykes-Piccot agreement.
"They have helped milittarily in terms of training
of Peshmerga or providing
weapons and ammunition
and we hope these relattions continue. Later, after
this visit [to the frontline]
there will be a meeting
with the French president
where they will discuss
the type of relations and
assistance." Barzani said.
He added: "France is a
permanent member of the
UN Security Council and

has had a strong position
historically and is one of
those countries that had a
part in drawing the bord-

ders in the Sykes-Picot
agreement. We now hope
they will help the Kurdish
people more, not repeat

the mistake they made a
hundred years ago, but insstead make up for it."

Sen. Ted Cruz says Trump will likely
support Kurds more than Obama
Senator Ted Cruz, Republlican Senator from Texas,
told a Kurdish satellite TV
channel last week that he
believes the next US presiddent will have “a much diffferent policy” toward the
Kurds. Cruz is “hopeful”
that Donald Trump will
stand “directly” with the
Peshmerga “in a way that
the Obama administration
was unwilling to do.”
Kurdish officials, inccluding Chancellor of the
Kurdistan Region Security
Council, Masrour Barzani,
have expressed similar opttimism about the future of
relations between Erbil and
Washington under the new

US administration.
Senator Cruz’ statement,
however, represents the first
time that a major and influeential US political figure
has expressed such views.
Cruz was one of seventeen
Republicans who competed
for their party’s nominattion in the 2016 presidential
primaries, and he prevailed
over all of Trump’s other
rivals. Cruz was, thus, the
last candidate to drop out
of the contest and cede the
nomination to the man who
would become America’s
45th president.
Cruz sits on the Senate
Armed Services Committtee. He is in a position to

influence the stance of the
Republican-controlled Senaate on this issue, as well as
that of the White House.
Cruz has great empathy
with the Kurds. “I have
been a long-standing” advvocate “of supporting the

Kurds, the Peshmerga,
who are on the front lines,
fighting [the Islamic State],
fighting against the face of
evil,” the Senator said.
He added, “The Kurds
have been long-time loyal
allies of America, and I bel-

lieve America will continue
to be loyal allies of the
Kurds.”
Trump has said nothing
publicly about the Kurds
since being elected, but
while on the campaign
trail, he spoke very highly
of them, using language
similar to that expressed by
Cruz.
"I will tell you that we
should be using and utiliziing [the Kurds],” Trump
affirmed while campaigniing in Nashville. “They are
great fighters, they have
great heart. We should be
using those people.”
Trump has identified the
Islamic State (IS) as the

principle threat to the US.
He will make defeating IS
his top national security prioority. Given Trump’s high
regard for the Peshmerga,
it would seem only logical
to turn to them for help, and
for the US to fully support
them, as it does so.
Cruz noted, however, that
the Obama administration
has never really shared this
perspective, and the Kurds
have suffered accordingly.
Yet, as the Texas Republlican suggested, there is
a substantial reason for
optimism about the next
administration’s policy on
this matter.

KRG and PKK reach agreement on pullout from Sinjar
The Kurdistan Regionaal Government (KRG)
has reportedly reached
an agreement with the
Kurdistan Workers Partty (PKK) for a peacefful pullout of the PKK’s
armed wing, the HPG,
from the once savaged
town of Sinjar, according
to a source close to the
PKK.
“The PKK and the
Kurdistan Region have
reached an agreement
on pulling out the forces
of the People’s Defence
Force (HPG) from Sinj-

jar,” Mohammed Amin
Penjweni, a figure close
to the PKK, told a Kurdiish News Agency.
Penjweni also said that
only forces made up from
locals will stay in Sinjar
to protect the town’s Yezzidi population. “Only
the Sinjar Resistance
Units (YBS) and the Yezzidi Women's Units (YJE)
forces will remain – forcees comprised of Sinjar’s
Yezidi population tasked
with protecting the Yezidi
Kurds of the region. Diallogue and negotiations

are ongoing between the
two.”
The KRG’s spokespersson confirmed that they
have received a positive
response from the PKK
on the question of the
withdrawal of their forces
from Sinjar. “The only
thing left to be discussed
is mechanisms whereby
the PKK forces could
leave Sinjar,” Safeen
Dizayee said.
Dizayee also expressed
gratitude for the PKK in
assisting the Peshmerga
forces during the fight

against ISIS in the reggion.
The issue of the PKK’s
pullout from Sinjar officcially emerged at a confference on the independdence of the Kurdistan
Region held in December
last year at the American
University of Kurdistan
in Duhok when the KRG
Prime Minister Nechervvan Barzani stressed that,
“The PKK should leave
Sinjar. Today’s presence
of the PKK in Sinjar
causes instability in the
region.”
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KRG’s Biometric Digital System
Registers 500,000 People
Kurdistan
Regional
Government’s (KRG) biommetric registration projeect which was launched
in November 2016 has
already reached 500,000
registrations.
On December 3, three
weeks after the launch,
the head of KRG's Deppartment of Information
Technology tweeted that
over 140,000 government
employees had been regiistered. The goal of reachiing 1,000,000 registrations
was set to be reached three
months after the launch
date.
As of now, Erbil proviince leads with 204,110
registrations, Suleimaniya
second with 202,830 regiistrations, with Duhok

province standing last
with 104,326 registrations
so far.
Before its launch, KRG's
Deputy Prime Ministter Qubad Talabani empphasized the importance
of utilizing a biometric
digital system. "KRG is
committed to strengthen
financial and economic
management,
enhance
governance and transpareency," he told diplomats
and United Nations officcials during a briefing.
In Kurdistan, there is a
problem with authenticattion of individuals. The
biometric registration systtem is just one of many
steps the government is
taking towards reformiing the public sector, he

noted.
"Multiple identities and
fraud are major obstacles
in deployment of e-service-

es such as payroll, human
resource management systtems and administration,"
according to KRG's Dep-

partment of Information
Technology.
"Therefore KRG aims to
establish an identity mana-

agement system based on
biometric characteristics
of individuals," noted the
statement. It is hoped that
this will solve the probllem of multiple identities
among government empployees.
Yet, the problem resultiing from having no proper
national address registrattion in KRG, for some
is seen as more pressing
than the problems associaated with identity managemment.
The biometric registrattion system is overseen by
the Department of Informmation Technology.
The requirement to regiister does not yet extend
to the general public.

Education Agreement Signed Between Hungary and KRG
The Press Directorate
of the KRG Ministry of
Higher Education and Scieentific Research released
a statement on Thursday
(January 5) saying Ministter Yousif Goran signed a
higher education developmment agreement with the
Hungarian Deputy Ministter of Human Capacities,
Bence Retvari.
The agreement covers
the education of students
from the Kurdistan Reggion in Hungary as well
as Hungarian students
studying at universities in

the Kurdistan Region, the
statement reported.
“Seats for studying
Kurdish and Arabic langguage and literature and
Islam are dedicated for
Hungarian students in the
Kurdistan Region, accordiing to the agreement,” the
statement read.
“Hungary has chosen
the Kurdistan Region for
its students to study those
fields because they are now
important in the world, esppecially academic and culttural fields, and the region
is now stable and safe” the

statement added.
The agreement also inccludes joint assistance
regarding heritage, the
KRG’s Ministry of Higher
Education and Scientific
Research said.
The Kurdistan Region
sends 10 students to obttain Master degrees and
20 others to obtain Doctor
of Philosophy degrees in
Hungary. According to the
agreement, Hungary pays
the costs of the students in
the country’s universities.

Iran denies reaching agreement with KRG on construction of oil pipelines
Iran’s Ministry of Oil
said it has not reached
an agreement with the
Kurdistan Regional Goveernment (KRG) on the
construction of joint oil
pipelines.
The ministry released
a statement on Tuesday,
January 3, 2017, sayiing Tehran has made no
agreements with the KRG
for laying two pipelines to

receive crude oil from the
Kurdistan Region.
“Any decision in this reggard will be made during
the upcoming visit of Irannian Minister of Oil, Bijan
Namdar Zanganeh, to Iraq
following his talks with
the Iraqi officials,” the
statement read.
A project to construct
two pipelines between
Iran and the Kurdistan

Region would be consstructed from Garmyan
in the Kurdistan Region
to Kermanshah and from
Penjwen to Sanandaj, acccording to information
NRT has obtained.
The KRG has sought to
reach an oil and gas agreemment with the Iranian
Government.
According to the KRG’s
representative in Tehran in

April, a delegation of the
Kurdistan Region's Miniistry of Natural Resources
visited Tehran last year
and sought a deal to export
the region's oil and gas to
Iran.
The KRG representative
said Iran had expressed a
willingness to extend its
gas pipeline in order to expport and import gas from
the Kurdistan Region.

Gorran Members Accused of Inciting Chaos
A group of the Change
(Gorran) Movement enddeavored to stage unrest in
the town of Chamchamal,
Kirkuk province, Chamcchamal Deputy Mayor said
in a press conference on
Tuesday.
Amanj Jabari, the town's
Deputy Mayor, briefed the
reporters over an attack
against the Mass Power
Station in Chamchamal on
Monday night.

The official said that two
RPG rockets targeted the
station without any refereence to the possible damaages.
The official indirectly
accused a group of Gorrran members to be behind
the attack, saying that they
strive to incite unrest.
Hours after the attack and
the accusations by Chamcchamal's Deputy Mayor,
a Gorran official from

Chamchamal posted on his
Facebook account critiques
against the local administtration.
On his account Abdulla
Kwekha Mubarak demandeed that Chamchamal should
be provided with round the
clock electricity as their
town provides half of the
natural gas for operating the
power plants in the Kurdiistan Region and Kirkuk
province.

As another reason for
legitimating his demand,
Mubarak mentioned the
power station in Chamchammal which has the capaciity of generating 1200 MW
while Chamchamal and its
parish need only 90 MW or
around 13% of the generaated power.
In his post Mubarak did
not refer to the rocket atttacks on the power station
at all.

In
December
2016,
Mubarak threatened to halt
the transfer of natural gas
from Chamchamal to the
power plants in Duhok and
Erbil provinces of Kurdisttan.
Regular power cuts for
long hours during day and
night have caused serious
public protests in Kurdisttan.
The government blames
the increased demand for

power after the influx of
nearly two million refugees
and IDPs into Kurdistan
and lack of enough fuel to
operate the plants for the
insufficiency.
For the experts, however,
the issue is with the mismmanagement of the electtricity sector and intentions
by the government to hand
over the service to the privvate sector.
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Scores of Kurds Killed in a Nightclub Attack in
Turkey. Extension of the State of Emergency

A security source in Nineveh Province revvealed on Wednesday, that security forces
managed to arrest the assistant of the Islamic
State’s Leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, in the
eastern side of Mosul, Almada Press reported
on Thursday.
The source said, “Yesterday, security forces
managed to arrest the terrorist Abu Harith alMatuiti, the assistant of the Islamic State’s
Leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, in Hayy alBakr areas in the eastern side of Mosul, based
on accurate intelligence information.”
“The terrorist was arrested after besieging
the house of al-Matuiti,” the source added on
condition of anonymity.
“We Are Coming, Nineveh” operations were
launched in October 17, and succeeded to libeerate several areas of the province, and the
majority of the eastern side of Mosul.

Kurdish Parties Reject Maliki’s Call
to Retreat from Liberated Areas

The five main Kurdish parties have separatelly rejected former Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri
al-Maliki’s call for Kurds to retreat from areas
they have liberated from ISIS in the last two
years, saying they defended these lands from
the radical group and can keep them until the
issue is resolved constitutionally.
“It’s unconstitutional if al-Maliki or the State
of Law Coalition want to determine the liberaated areas by force,” Slim Shushkay, a parliammentarian from the Islamic League (Komal)
said on Thursday. “These disputes should be
solved through the Iraqi Supreme Court beccause they are legal issues.”

14 Yezidi Women Freed in Ten Days
Thanks to the efforts by the Kurdistan Reggional Government (KRG), in the past ten days
some 14 Yezidi women and girls were able to
escape from the Islamic State (IS) areas to the
Kurdistan Region, an official said on Saturday.
Darman Khatary who runs the KRG Office
for Freeing Abducted [Yezidi People] said that
since December 28, 2016 this number of Yezidi
women could be freed.
Khatary told BasNews that some of these
women came from Syria and some from Mosul
of Nineveh province.
Two women and two very young girls arrived
with many IDP families from Mosul at the
frontlines of the Kurdish Peshmerga forces in
Khazer, in Erbil, according to the official.

583 Cases of Women Violations
against Men in Kurdistan
In a press conference on Saturday, head
of Kurdistan Men's Union released the figuure, saying that most of the violations were
physical; i.e. women beating men.
Burhan Ali said that due to the psychologiccal pressure and under the burden of the econnomic crisis, 70 men from across the Kurdiistan Region committed suicide in 2016.
Ali added in terms of physical strength,
women are in general incapable of murderiing men but this does not prevent them from
committing the crime, as some eight women
with the help of accomplice(s) killed their
husbands in the past year.
The figures by Kurdistan Men's Union also
indicated that in 2016 there were some 56
cases of infidelity in marriage. Also six eldderly men were forced out of their homes
by women.

At least seven Kurds of Iraqi
and Turkish nationalities
were among the 39 killed
and 69 wounded in the New
Year's mass shooting at a
nightclub in Istanbul.
Turkey's Parliament on
Tuesday approved a goveernment-backed
motion
to extend by another three
months the state of emerggency imposed in the wake
of the July 15 failed coup
against President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan.
The state of emergency
— which has seen tens of
thousands lose their jobs or
be arrested on suspicion of
links to the putsch — had
already been prolonged

once before and was due to
expire on January 19.
Ankara argues the state
of emergency is needed to
eradicate the influence in
Turkish institutions of the
US-based Islamic preacher
Fethullah Gulen, who it
blames for the failed coup.
Gulen denies the charges.
However, the state of
emergency — which is
now set to last at least nine
months — has troubled
the European Union which
fears it has been used for a
broad crackdown against
Erdogan critics and not just
suspected coup plotters.
According to the latest figuures published by the state-

run Anadolu news agency,
over 41,000 people have
been arrested over suspecteed links to Gulen in the invvestigation.
Meanwhile, over 103,000
people have been investiggated as part of the probe,
it added.
The state of emergency
gives the government speccial powers to fire state empployees and close down asssociations, including media
groups.
It also extends the time
that suspects can be held in
jail without being charged.
Erdogan had in Novembber already hinted that the
state of emergency would

be extended, lashing out at
the European Parliament
which had backed freeziing membership talks with
Turkey over the emergency
powers.
"What's it to you?" he said
in comments directed at the
European Parliament. "Is
the European Parliament in
charge of this country or is
the government in charge of
this country?"
"Know your place!" he
added, in an angry tirade.
He noted that France had
also put in place a state of
emergency after it was hit
by a string of Islamist atttacks in 2015.

UN: Over 19,000 Iraqi Civilians Killed or Injured in 2016
A total of 6,878 civilians
in Iraq had been killed and
another 12,388 wounded
during 2016, the United
Nations Assistance Misssion for Iraq (UNAMI) repported on Monday.
UNAMI mentioned due
to the acts of terrorism, vioolence, and armed conflicts
in the country, 385 Iraqi civvilians had been killed and
1,060 injured during the
month of December.
The figures provided
above do not include Iraqi
police and security casualtties or victims from Anbar
Province.
Among all provinces
in Iraq, Nineveh was the
worst affected region with
208 people killed and 511
wounded in December.
Baghdad came in second
with 109 deaths and 523
injuries.
Kirkuk was the thirdworst affected province
where 64 residents were
killed and 27 more woundeed.

“Though the figures for
December are lower than
previous months, we are
nevertheless noticing an
increase in terrorist bombiings toward the end of the
month and in the last coupple of days, targeting civiliians,” Special Representattive of the United Nations
Secretary-General for Iraq
(SRSG) Jan Kubis stated.

“This is, no doubt, an atttempt by Da’esh to divert
attention from their losses
in Mosul,” Kubis added,
using the Arabic acronym
for the Islamic State (IS).
“Unfortunately, it is the
innocent civilians who are
paying the price,” he conttinued.
UNAMI also mentioned a
total of 19,266 civilian cas-

sualties had been recorded
during the year of 2016.
At the beginning of Deccember 2016, UNAMI
decided to discontinue
the publication of military
casualty figures after the
Iraqi Joint Operation Commmand (IJOC) criticized the
organization for publishing
inaccurate information.
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Sports News
Rooney deserves his place in
Old Trafford history
Manchester United captain Wayne Rooney
says he is "honoured" to be level with Sir Bobbby Charlton as the club's all-time leading goalsscorer - but wants to break the record soon.
His FA Cup strike against Reading took
Rooney, 31, to 249 goals in 543 games, reachiing the landmark 215 matches and four seassons quicker than Charlton.
"It's a proud moment," he said.
"We've got two home games coming up this
week so hopefully I can get the next one in
one of those."

Real Madrid Stays Top of La liga
La Liga leaders Real Madrid equaled Barcelonna's Spanish record of 39 consecutive matchees unbeaten as they swatted aside a woeful
Granada.
Zinedine Zidane's side was 4-0 up after 32
minutes, with Isco slotting in their first from
Karim Benzema's pass.
Benzema converted after Guillermo Ochoa
spilled a Luka Modric shot, before Cristiano
Ronaldo headed a third.
Isco tapped in a Modric cross and midfielder
Casemiro touched home a fifth from James
Rodriguez's free-kick.

Djokovic Beats Murray
to Win Open Qatar

Novak Djokovic withstood a comeback from

Sir Andy Murray to defend his Qatar Open
title and end the Briton's winning streak of 28
consecutive ATP Tour matches.
Murray remains world number one despite the
6-3 5-7 6-4 defeat by the Serbian world numbber two.
The Scot saved three match points to come
from a set and a break down to win the second
set and level the match.
But Djokovic broke in game seven of the deccider to win in two hours 54 minutes.
Both players now head to Melbourne for the
Australian Open, the year's first Grand Slam,
which starts on 16 January.

Man City Produces a
Five-star Performance
Man City produced a five-star performance
to book their place in Round Four of the FA
Cup.
Yaya Toure opened the scoring for the Blues
with a penalty, before the lead was doubled
with a Havard Nordtveit own-goal; then trippled with a David Silva strike.
Pep Guardiola's men continued where they
left off after the break, as Sergio Aguero nettted a fourth and John Stones headed in his first
City goal.
We have lengthy highlights of the game, and
short ones... and as if you needed another exccuse to watch them, these ones are set to a stirrring musical soundtrack.
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Nineveh Arab Tribes to Maliki:
Peshmerga Protected Us
In response to the recent
statements by the former
Iraqi Premier Nouri alMaliki against Kurdistan
Peshmerga forces, the Arab
tribes of Mosul mocked
Maliki while they conffirmed that actually Peshmmerga protected them.
"As Maliki has lost his
popularity, he has also
lost his brain, or else how
come he makes statements
against Peshmerga and the
Kurdistan Region," reads
a press release, signed by
Sheikh Muzahim al-Huwwet, spokesperson for the
Arab tribes from Nineveh
Plains.
During a visit to Tehrran this week, Maliki, the
leader of the Shi’ite Islamic
Dawa Party said that the
Peshmerga forces should
return to the previous bordders which were drawn beffore 2003.
The Kurdish forces are
now deployed around Mossul and played a major role
in liberating these areas
from the Islamic State (IS)
organization.
In the statement, the Arab
tribes of Mosul also conddemn Maliki for "abandoniing Mosul to the terrorists,"
in reference to the IS.
Back in June of 2014, a
small group of IS militants

were able to take control
of the second biggest Iraqi
city in the course of a few
hours. The Iraqi army,
which had a fortified force
stationed in the city, terroriized by the IS propaganda,
fled Mosul, leaving the
residents defenseless in the
face of the most obnoxious
extremist organization.
"We reject Maliki's statemments by all means and
have decided for our desttiny to be with that of the
Kurdistan Region. Theref-

fore, we don't let Maliki
and his alike attack Kurdiistan Peshmerga forces beccause Peshmerga protected
us and sheltered us in their
own homes," reads the Arab
tribes' press release.
The Arab tribes also inddicated that tens of Arab
youth are now serving in
the Peshmerga ranks to
liberate the "suppressed
people in the areas which
Maliki deliberately handed
over to the terrorists."
In addition to their disapp-

proval of Maliki, the Arab
tribes urge the Iraqi goveernment to interpellate Malliki and submit him to court
the same way it did with the
former Iraqi president Sadddam Hussein.
In the final part of their
statement, the Arab tribes
reiterate that "by all meassures, we oppose and conffront any attempts against
the parts of Mosul for
which Peshmerga has shed
their blood for."

Getting Kurdistan to Say Yes
to Peace in 2017 !

By Swara Kadir
Recently I read a very intteresting book on negottiation skills called Getting
to Say Yes by Dr. William
Ury and Roger Fisher, who
show the art of the posssible; that you can reach an
agreement with an adverssary if you seek a win-win
solution and separate the
problem from the person.
This is the question that
needs an urgent answer; in
a Kurdistan Region with so
many differences amongst
the political leaders can
Dr. Ury’s ideas of peacefful negotiation help end the
political disputes here in
Kurdistan?
In late November 2016,
President Masoud Barzani
made an announcement adddressing the leading Kurdiish parties in the Kurdistan
Region calling for dialogue
and unity. Since then there
has been renewed efforts
to bring about a resolution
to the political conflicts bettween the different Kurdish

factions. The question is:
are these efforts going to
succeed or will they fail?
In my opinion these effforts might succeed if there
is a new approach to ressolving the internal Kurdiish question, a new way of
dealing with this problem
rather than just doing what
has been done before. Albbert Einstein aptly said, “If
you always do what you alwways did. You will always
get what you always got.”
What is it that needs to be
done?
Getting to Say Yes is one
of those books, if applied
correctly, could be the new
approach that might be the
answer to the problem faciing the Kurdish political
parties. This is what Dr.
Ury said when asked about
what Getting to Say Yes is
about, “It is about how to
reach a mutually satisfacttory agreement by looking
behind each side's positions
for their genuine needs.”

When asked if Dr. Ury
can recount a negotiation
situation that was similar to
the situation in Kurdistan
and how it was resolved,
he said, “Every situation is
different of course. I have
watched the Catholics and
Protestants of Northern Irelland, the blacks and whites
of South Africa, and now
the Marxist guerrillas and
Government of Colombia
end decades of war through
patient and persistent negottiation. I see no reason why
such methods would not
work equally well in Kurdiistan.”
In many cases in the Midddle Eastern region probllems have been resolved
through violence and use
of brute force. Although
this method does somettimes succeed in the short
term, however, such a way
doesn’t work for the long
term. Dr. Ury recommends
the method of negotiation
and win-win solutions rathe-

er than force and says, “It
produces much better and
more enduring outcomes
and preserves important
relationships at far less cost
in money and lives.”
Our Kurdish political
leaders need to learn to take
a step back and instead of
just looking at the situation
from their own perspective;
they need to take a look
at things from the side of
the other Kurdish leaders
who disagree with them.
This has been found to be
the key to successful negottiations; the ability to see
things from the other perssons eyes. In response to
the question of what advice
would he give to the Kurdiish political leaders to ressolve their differences, Dr.
Ury responded, “Remembber that far more important
than talking is the art of listtening well.”
Swara7kadir@aol.com
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The Kurdish Painter Ahmed Guneshtekin;
Thinking between Fantasy and Colors

The Kurdish painter Ahmed
Guneshtekin was born in 1966 in
Northern Kurdistan, city of Batmman – Turkey. He was interested
in art work and painting since
his childhood, so he’s gained exttensive experience in the field.
He studied elementary and high
school in the city. Now he’s one
of the most famous Kurdish
artists in Istanbul. In 2000, he
became familiar with the technniques and world of art, colours
and contemporary art. Ahmad
has gathered colorful world in
his paintings and has drawn the
lights with the colors and has
moved art from darkness into
light. He’s shown many of these
experiments in the exhibitions in
Istanbul and has grabbed the atttention of other artists. Ahmad’s

steps moved him towards Marlbborough gallery in London and
his work gained much popularity
there in 2013. Then he moved his
studio to Venice in Italy and then
to Austria. Then he took his work
to New York, Art Breda and Tokkyo in Japan. So many colors are
portrayed in Ahmad’s art style as
a Kurd. Using modernist work
made him grab the attention of
the work and gain popularity
in the galleries of Europe, Asia
and Turkey. He’s had the many
exhibitions in 2014 and 2015.
Eyes are of special importance
in selecting the colors and mixiing with the warm colors that
one beholds with his eyes and
connects it with the wide modern
and contemporary world. Sculptture with iron and other materia-

als are another type of his art in
which sticking them together and
coloring them, adopting the coloors gives the impression to the
audience to see the world with
an open sky, that’s why most of
his work are mixed with acrylic,
oil color and sculpture, which
has given another success to his
art. Other activities of Ahmad are
shows in galleries in Barcelona,
Monaco and Madrid, then in Isttanbul in which former Turkish
president attended the exhibition.
As a Kurdish painter, Ahmad
Guneshtekin presents the world
with a new example of Kurdish
contemporary art.
By Ashti Garmiyani

Kurdish Films Shown in Hollywood
A group of Kurdish
films were shown in
New York Film Acadeemy with presence of loccal people in California,
students and teachers
of the university and a
group of filmmakers and
American guests on Deccember 16th 2016.
During the event, Davvid Newman gave a
speech and expressed
his gladness to see Kurdiish films shown in Holllywood, mentioning that
it was the first time they
saw Kurdish films.
During the second
phase of the event, seven
Kurdish short films were

shown. The audience
started to build a good
relation with the film
and stayed until the end
of the films, said Khalid
Hamalaw, the Kurdish
director and one of the
participants of the event.
In the panel discusssion at the end of the
activity, David Newmman mentioned that they
had no information on
Kurdish cinema, adding
that they’d seen many
things and that caused
them to know Kurds
and Kurdistan in many
perspectives. He also
asked the Kurdish directtor about the history of

Kurdish cinema and the
situation Kurdish film
production is currently
going through. Khalid

Hamalaw gave brief
description about Kurdiish cinema and said due
to the imposed political

condition on Kurds as
nation and Kurdistan as
a torn country, Kurdish
cinema has had revolut-

tionary characteristics,
this history starts from
Yilmaz Gunay,
At the end, Newman,
who’s a directing insstructor at the university,
said that they’d learnt
many things regarding
Kurds and their cinema
through this activity.
Then on behalf of all the
attendants, the Kurdish
director Hamalaw called
for freedom of Kaywan
Karimy, another Kurdiish filmmaker, who’s
been detained in an Irannian prison for 8 months
for making a film.
By H.G. Hassan

